The attachment of rods to the blades allows of direct traction on the head in their embrace. The backward compensation curve (perineal curve, it is sometimes called) of the rods allows of the traction by a curved instrument through a curved canal without loss of power, and without misdirection of force. The jointing of the rods allows the advancing head to move the application handles in the constantly-changing direction along which it is travelling; and the direction of the application handles thus furnishes the operator with an unerring index to the proper line of traction.
Since these Tarnier forceps were discussed among us they have been discussed in many associations, and by many writers, and the voices are still so discordant that it seems as if a final judgment as to their value were still far off. I am anxious to bring them up again in the Society, that we may have an opportunity of considering some of the objections that have been advanced to their use, and some of the suggestions^ that have been made for their improvement.
In taking up the adverse criticisms that have been made to Tarnier's forceps, I notice that they have already earned for themselves the sure note of a permanently valuable invention, that it is said of them, They are not new. Dr -Albert Smith, e.g., in the able and lively paper in which he introduced the discussion in the American Gynecological Society,1 alleges that the Tarnier instrument is only a resuscitation of the disused apparatus of Hermann of Berne. Hermann saw as clearly as any of us do, and indicated very forcibly, the difficulty of extracting the head with a curved instrument through a curved canal. He felt the necessity of correcting the loss and misdirection of the power that results from traction through the handles, by making pressure in the neighbourhood of the lock from the front (above, if the woman be on her back), or by dragging on the lock from behind (below, if the woman be in the dorsal decubitus). To correct this loss and misdirection of power, one practitioner would rest the end of the long handles of the forceps on his shoulder while making traction with both hands clasped round the lock. Another would drag on the handles, and press with his knee upon the lock. I have seen an obstetrician who had committed the traction to two assistants pulling by the hooks at the handle-ends, himself with his hands clasped round the lock close to the vulva, pulling in a backward direction. I remember assisting Dr Kirk in my native town, nearly thirty years ago, in a difficult case, where two of us made traction on the handles and on a towel tied round them, while he manipulated the lock and shanks so as to press back the head into the hollow of the sacrum. Now Hermann's contrivance simply consisted in applying an instrument like a two-pronged fork, with a transverse bar for a handle, into two depressions close to the forceps' lock. The fork is so contrived that it may be applied either from the anterior (upper or pubic) aspect, so as to make backward pressure while traction is made through the handles, or from the posterior aspect closer to the blades, so as to make backward traction to correct the loss and misdirection of force applied to the handles. But this ingenious attempt of Hermann to render more precise the point at which the corrective pressure is applied, has nothing in common?and I wish broadly and again to emphasize my allegation?with the Tarnier tractionrods, which make tractiota, I repeat, directly on the head-embracing blades; which have a compensation curve allowing of direct traction in the axis through which, at any given moment, the centre of the head should move; and which are guided in the course of their action by the constant change in the direction of the application-handles?change permitted and produced by the loose jointing of the traction-rods to the heels of their respective Fig. 1 . The blade having been passed according to the usual rules, and adapted to the head, the traction-rod is pushed back to its ordinary position (see Fig. 2 ). The traction- Fig. 3 ). If it be left swinging backwards it is apt to get entangled in the left half of the lock.
This blade (held as usual by the right hand, and guided with the left) having been passed first backwards towards the hollow of the sacrum, and then round so as to be applied to the side of the child's head (see Fig. 4 ), the operator pushes back the traction-rod, and proceeds to lock the instrument in the usual way.
I was at one time afraid that in cutting off the German tractionhooks or shoulders we should be deprived of the power of easily adjusting and locking the blades, which we obtained by placing the thumbs on these lateral projections in our old familiar forceps. But I find that the projections of the fixation screw on the anterior surface afford the same facility. If, therefore, after the tractionrods are in their proper place, we grasp each handle with its own hand, and place the thumbs on the two parts respectively of the fixation screw (see Fig. 5 ), we obtain a purchase for moving the blade in any direction so as to secure their proper adaptation and their easy locking.
So far the application of axis-traction forceps corresponds to the application of the ordinary instrument, but for the necessity of shifting the position of one or both of the traction-rods. But now, further, we proceed to lock the loose right traction-rod by passing its knob or button into the slot in the locking-plates (see Fig. 6 ).
This manoeuvre is not difficult, and is done in a second or two after we have practised it for a few times either on the phantom or when simply holding the forceps in the two hands. The lock-U Fig. 4 .?Second or right half of axis-traction forceps carried further on in the hollow of the sacrum, and moving toward the side of the foetal head. Fig. 4 .?Second or right half of axis-traction forceps carried further on in the hollow of the sacrum, and moving toward the side of the foetal head.
ing is effected by laying hold of the application-handles with the right hand and the traction-handle with the left. (See Fig. 7 .)
The thumb of the right hand lays hold of the free extremity of the right traction-rod, the forefinger of the left hand brings the locking-plate into relation with it, and so the locking is effected. When an obstetrician has taken the trouble to apply to the head of the child a pair of axis-traction forceps, he finds himself more than compensated by the additional power he finds himself able to employ in the difficult cases, the delicacy of touch with which he feels that he can manage these cases, and the certainty with which he can pull in the pelvic axis in every case. Before applying traction, however, he grasps the application-handles until he feels that he has got a hold of the head so firm that the blades will not slip, yet not so forcible as to produce injurious pressure. At this point he secures the fixation screw. He then proceeds to make traction with one or both hands, grasping the transverse bar or traction handle. In the great majority of cases the traction is made with the right hand alone, the left being free to watch the progress of the head and guard the perineum. 
